Palestinian Heritage Trail

Duma to Kafr Malek

You will see:

The name Duma means calmness.
Indeed, when you pass through this
agricultural village its peaceful
atmosphere absorbs you.

Duma
The village of Duma dates back to 3000
years ago. During the Roman Period, the
village was known as Adoma, an Arabic,
Canaanite word that means “quietness
and rest”. Duma is home to historically
and archaeologically significant sites
such as church remains, columns,
foundations, reservoirs, a mosaic floor,
and rock-cut graves. To the south of the
village, there is the archaeological site of
Khirbet al-Muntar, containing the
remains of foundations and rock piles.
Also Khirbet Arhaya can be found there,
which contains many Canaanite tombs.

Distance: 14.8 km | Time: 5-7 h |
Challenge: Moderate

Walk a Path of History
Experience Nature and Hospitality

Palestinian Heritage Trail is a long
distance, cultural walking route in
Palestine. The trail is 321 km long and
extends from the village of Rummana
northwest of Jenin to Beit Mirsim
southwest of Al-Haram Al-Ibrahimi
 osque) in Hebron. The trail
(Ibrahimi M
passes through 53 cities and villages
where hikers, walkers and travelers can
experience the legendary Palestinian
hospitality.
Palestinian Heritage Trail is more than 
just a hiking trail. It is a means of 
meeting and making connections 
between Palestinians and hikers from 
all over the world. It invites hikers to 
change their perspectives by 
discovering the common values they 
share with new acquaintances along 
the way, all while experiencing the 
beautiful natural environment of 
Palestine.

Leaving Duma the trail winds through
Wadi Diba’ (Wadi of the Hyenas) and
through several pleasant olive orchards
on its way to Mughayir, a Palestinian
village whose name means, roughly, the
changing one, due to its location on the
border between the arid climate of the
Jordan Valley and the Mediterranean
climate of the Palestinian highlands.

Descending from Mughayir to the Ein
Samia Valley, the trail passes the
remains of Roman aqueducts and
Byzantine mosaics on its way past Ein
Samia (Samia Spring), before ascending
a tight, rugged wadi on the way to Kafr
Malek. There, after a long climb, hikers
are rewarded with spectacular views of
the surrounding area.

What to wear?
Broken-in hiking shoes
Suncream, sunglasses and a hat
Comfortable and light clothes
(covering arms and knees)
What to take in your backpack?
At least 3 liters of water
A snack
Your passport
A camera
Personal medications
Warmer blouse
** Your community trekking guide will be
equipped with a first aid kit.

Old Mill
An old mill is located some 100m east of
the Ein Samiya spring. The mill was used
to smash seeds to be consumed as
people and animal food. The mill
worked utilizing the water current of the
spring, evidencing that the Ein Samiya
spring used to have a large flow of
water able to move the mill. The mill
was utilized by people from the
surrounding villages and according to
oral tradition it was in use until the
1930’s.
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